Medicine and Vaccinations in the Bible:
Is there no medicine in Gilead?
Is there no Doctor there?
Why is there no healing for the sickness of my people?
Jeremiah 8:22
Give her medicine. Perhaps she can yet be healed.
Jeremiah 51:8
The Bible encourages us to use medicine, telling us to apply medicinal support to those in need and
to do it to the best of our abilities.
To understand the Bibles description of medicine, we need to remember that the Bible was written
by a different culture, between 4000 and 1500 years ago which means that the medicinal terms
were different. Secondly, we need to remember the difference between prayer or faith and
medicine.
Starting with the second one. Faith, Prayer and Medicine.
James tells us that pure religion is to visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction (trouble,
anguish, sickness) 1. James goes on to say that if a brother or sister is in need and we just pray for
them without helping that is dead faith 2. So the statement that we just need faith for healing is not
biblical, we need to provide practical physical help where we can.
From scripture we can see that not everyone is healed immediately and some are not healed in this
lifetime. An examples here is the man whom Peter healed at the Beautiful Gate 3. He was born
cripple 4 and was 40 years old 5, begging daily 6 at the gate. Since Jesus had passed through that gate
multiple times we can assume that he had seen and heard of Jesus. But he was healed through
Peter. Another example is Paul who had a Thorn in his flesh 7, which most commentators consider
an issue with his eyesight. 8 Paul earnestly prayed but was not healed 9. So God does allow sickness
to help us spiritually. 10
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Remember the good Samaritan 11 When the good Samaritan found the wounded man, he bound up

the man’s wounds and poured oil and wine on them. This was good medical advice in those
days. Jesus tells us to go and do likewise 12 in other words follow good medical advice.

Paul told Timothy to use a little wine for his stomach 13 and Luke is referred to as the beloved
Doctor 14. In the old testament God laments that people have not followed the medicinal
practices that would provide healing 15 and in Ezekiel comments on leaves 16 for healing.
The Bible is clear that we are to pray for protection and healing from illnesses, but we are
also to follow good medical advice. Vaccines, like other medicines, are gifts from God to
help us.

Foot note:

I was not going to comment on the view I have heard that the COVID vaccine is the mark of
the beast but for completeness lets us examine the mark of the beast.
1. No one can buy or sell without the mark 17
2. The mark is on the Right hand or foreheads 18
1. While freedom to enter shops may be limited in some countries/places to those with
the vaccine there is no limitation on shopping or buying as such, for example we are
free to buy online. So the Covid vaccine does not meet the specification for
preventing buying and selling.
2. As the vaccination is injected into right or left the shoulder and leaves no mark we
cannot link the vaccination and the mark of the beast.
3. Revelation does talk about plagues but it also describes the death rate as being 1/3rd.
The current death rate from COVID without the vaccine is about 2% or 1/50th. So
Biblically, COVID is not specifically nor of its own an end times sign.
May the Lord bless you as you search the scripture to see if these things are true.
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